PRODUCT SUPPORT BULLETIN
BULLETIN NO. 312

DATE: August 28, 2000

MACHINE: Anchor Applicator Model E

SERIAL NUMBER(S): Up to and including s/n 680231

SUBJECT: Lifting Bail Cable Kit – p/n 98680016

This Lifting Bail Kit, p/n 98680016, has been designed to allow easy, safe hooking to a crane when lifting of the Anchor Applicator Model E.

The kit consists of a Lifting Cable, a clevis, and several other small parts that are welded to the original lifting bail. NORDCO recommends that you have a certified welder do the welding. Installation should take about 2 hours.

With the cable installed, the machine may be hooked easily from the ground without climbing up on the machine itself. The cable remains permanently attached to the lifting bail and is readily available for use.

Machine with serial numbers 680232 and above have the Lifting Cable installed as standard equipment.

Please contact your NORDCO Representative or the NORDCO Parts Department for pricing and availability.